Killian book recalls advice from MIT President.

The body of the book is devoted to how the PSAC dealt with questions such as the founding of the space program, missile development, negotiations on a nuclear test ban, and the improvement of science education. For the most part, Killian does not stress his own analysis of these issues, rather, he concentrates on the Committee's work as a group and on the views of its members, for whom Killian has considerable praise.

Even when Killian strongly disagrees with the actions of some government officials.

*Please turn to page 12.

---

**STUDENTS**

Call 542-5500 for

- Desk from $25.00
- Chairs from $5.00
- Stool $8.00
- or 4 for $15.00

and assorted school supplies

- furniture, printing

**AMSTACO INC.**

303 Franklin Street

Boston, Mass. 02110

---

**The Bus**

For the next three weeks when you take The Bus to Stop & Shop you will receive a coupon for a free quart of orange juice (worth 50c). The coupons will be distributed on the buses going to the store — limit one quart per person per week.

**The Bus is sponsored by DormCon.**

---

**CAREER OPPORTUNITIES MEETING**

Career Development Opportunities At A Unique Electronics Company

We are seeking innovative and talented new graduates to join our professional staff and we are involved in programs covering the following broad spectrum of Electronic System Development:

- LASERS
- INFARED
- SPACE SENSORS
- AIRBORNE RADAR/AVIONICS
- COMPUTERS

Meet with Hughes Aircraft Company Technical Managers and Recent Graduate Engineers on Thursday, October 20, at 4 P.M. in Conference Room 1-214, School of Engineering.

**CAREERS IN AEROSPACE**

---

**ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:**

Tuesday, October 25

**amdaahl**

---

**arts cont.**

---

**weekend**

---

**By Paul Hoffman**

This is the first installment of what will be a weekly column appearing in The Tech on Fridays. People here should get out more on the weekends; parties are fine, but there are other entertainment media easily accessible such as film, stage, concerts, and so forth. "Weekend Review" will be a list of selected events going on around Cambridge and Boston.

**Movies**

*Amarcord* — Fellini's most understandable film. *Amarcord* is a reminiscence of his life, from early childhood through adolescence. LSC has already shown it.

*Fantasia* — This is the most famous animated film ever, and its fame is well deserved. It is Disney's most creative single work. The trailers have new prints and stereo making it worth seeing again.

*The Tall Blonde Man* — funny hack on spying. Both are in French subtitles.

*The Lincoln Conspiracy* — (Keirn Little Theatre, Friday and Saturday, 8pm) MIT Community Players: play by Neil Simon. Should be funny. Give at MIT Disk Dance — (Saturday, Sala de Puerto Rico, 9pm) Should be excellent, if you don't yapp at guys. Peter Berke (aka UAP and Disco Pete) will be DJ. (One of his first actions was to appoint MIT's President at that time, James Killian, to the new job of presidential science adviser. In this post Killian headed the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC), a group of well-known scientists from industry and major universities. Sparn, Scientists, and Eisenhower is primarily an examination of how this group developed opinions on science policy questions, and how these judgements affected policy after Killian transmitted them to the

which means good music. Free with MIT ID.

*International Student Association (ISA) —* (Saturday, Burton, 8pm) For Mondo-c casa, a local disco rock group. Prices and such are offered. 75 cents at the door.

*The Me* — (Friday, Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center, free fairly laid-back coffee-house atmosphere. Music

BEST BETS — Fantasia and the Guys at MIT Disk Dance.